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Mid-East War

'Peace Is A Solution'
By LISSA SHIRELING
...O my people...I will bring
Dr. Kahn also said,"Isyou into the land of Israel.
laelis have no place to
And ye shall know that I am
go...and Jews have few places
the Lord...And I will put my
to go. Tor Israelis, when
spirit in you, and ye shall
brought under attack, there is
live, and I will place you in
no alternative to defending
your own land; and ye shall
their? homeland. "There is no
know that I the Lord have
alternative but defense be
spoken, and performed it,
cause there is no place to go,"
saith the lord.
summed up Dr. Kahn state
ments.
(EZEKIEL 37:12, 14)
And the people gathered
in Morris Chapel to pray for
peace in the Middle East. The
"War of the Day of Judg
ment" which began last Sat
urday on Yom Kippur con
tinued to rage between Is
raelis and Arabs while Jews
and non-Jews alike came to
gether here on a tranquil Tues:
day morning for an Israeli
Memorial Service.
Close To Home
Rabbi Rosenberg, who led
the service, spoke to the peo
ple about peace for all peoples
on the earth. The right for all
of us to settle and live in our
own lands without fear was
stressed not only through his
words but through the tone of
hopefulness in his voice. The
thoughts about the renewed
fighting in the Middle East ex
pressed by Rabbi Rosenberg
seemed to bring the sad real
ity of war closer to home.
This is not the first con
flict between the Arab nations
and Israel. Dr. Sy Kahn, who
visited Israel just after the
"Six Day War" of June 1967,
discussed his impressions of
her during that time. He told of
an Israeli pilot who had shot
down an Arab jet in a dog
fight. The pilot had said to Dr.
Kahn that "whoever is in that
plane has a mother, too." In
other words the Arab pilot was
not just an unfeeling enemy,
he was a human being.

Precious Gift

The words spoken by Dr.
Berandt Kolker were not
many. Nevertheless, his brief
ness stressed the importance
of actively working for peace.
Dr. Kolker told the people,
"God's mosl precious gift is
peace, yet it is not a gift, we
must act for peace."
"Put down your swords,
melt your swords and make
them into plow-shears, so that
we can feed the people of the
world," began Nathan Cogan.
In speaking he mentioned for
the first time during the ser:
vice the intervention of the
U.N. Along this line of thought
Cogan discussed Russian and
American influence in the cri
sis by saying, "The U.S. and
Russia during the last 25
years, share as much res
ponsibility as Israel and the
Arab nations in problems, des
truction and strife in the Mid
dle East." Finally, he called
for the U.N. to bring peace, to
end the war. As Cogan ex
plained, "Peace is a solution."
The last person to speak
was Yehudah Handelsmann, a
young Israeli. Perhaps what
he said meant more than
everything else that had been
said because he is so close
spiritually to what is occuring
and yet so far away in dis
tance. "I don't know what

ISRAEL cont. pg. 12

Director of an ABC Movie episode checks a camera angle
at campus fraternity SAE

A memorial service was held over new strife in Israel.
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Committee Seeks Governance Scheme
More students are going to governance be solved within Mike Heer, Jon Davis, Sue
Smith, Sue Harlan, Karen
be involved in decision the next two months.
The student members of Moore and Dayna Petersen,
making at UOP.
The
Governance the Governance Committee,
GOVERNANCE cont. pg.
Committee is working on
12
revamping the committee
system at UOP so that it will
be more representational.
It was formed three years
ago to reorganize the decision
making structure of the
university, particularly the
committees concerned with
policy decisions. Last year,
the committee explored the
governance systems of other
Lesbian partners, Del of the National Sex Forum and
colleges and universities td> Martin and Phyllis Lyon, who Vice-Chairman of the council
see if any of the systems would have lived together for twenty on Religion and The Homo
years, will speak for the sexual, and she is an active
work for UOP.
of
numerous
Forum on National Priorities member
Opposition
of ASlUOP at 8 p.m. in the Ray organizations, including NOW
mond Great Hall, on October and the Lesbian Mothers'
16, 1973. Their topic will be Union, and has lectured
The best points of the
"Feminism
and
L< >
extensively.
other systems were developed
A native of San Francisco
bianism".
into a program presented by
In 1955, Martin and Lyon who majored in journalism at
the Governance Committee
founded the Daughters of Bili- UC and San B'rancisco
last May. The new ideas met
tis, the nation's first lesbian State,Del Martin is the
with a great deal of opposition,
organization, which now has divorced mother of one
particularly from faculty and
chapters
throughout
the daughter and grandmother of
students. The faculty felt it
world. Coauthors of the book, a boy and a girl. Presently a
lost power and representation
Lesbian Woman, and numer free-lance writer and lec
under the new system and the
ous articles in newspapers, turer, she was the first Sec
students still felt they had only
magazines, and books, they retary of the Council on Reli
token representation.
are considered pioneers in gion and The Homosexual,
both the gay and women's and a member of the Board of
New System
Directors from 1965 - 1971.
movements.
The new governance
Martin was appointed by the
system proposed by the
Phyllis Lyon, born in late Bishop James A. Pike to
committee was a Senate Tulsa, Oklahoma, was raised the Joint Committee on Horncomposed of 10 adminis primarily in the San Fran sexuality for the California
trators, seven faculty and cisco Bay Area and gradu Diocese in 1965-66; and served
three students. The Senate ated with a BA in journalism
as secretary of the SB' Chapter
would be the major and final from U.C. Berkely. She was of NOW, 1968-69. She helped
decision-making body.
once a reporter with the Chico organize the Lesbian Mothers'
The committee met Enterprise Record
and
Union in 1971 and addressed
several times during the Associate Editor of a Seattle
the American Psychiatric
trade publication and Editor
summer.
Association's 1971 meeting,
President Stanley McCaf of The Ladder (published by
speaking on the topic of
frey,
in
mid-September, Dob) from 1956 - 1960. She is
psychiatry and the homo
asked that the probler^, of currently Associate Director
sexual.

Forum

How Do You Greet
This Odd Couple?
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Professors Preview Less
Expensive Paperback Texts

New Policy
For Pacific
Club Catering

On Wednesday the Food
Service Department held a
staff meeting in the office of
mands for more con
Tired
of
paying
temporary
material
has
Paul Fairbrook to discuss the
astronomical prices for books spurred study of such trends
current problems facing the
each semester?
as Women's Liberation and
department.
Buying paperbacks could
student movements and has
One of the topics discussed
drastically cut the cost, ac resulted in the publishing of
was that of the Pacific Club.
cording to representative
books related to these studies
Until now the regular food ser
from five different book pub
largely in paperbacks.
vice crew was working double
lishing companies that pre
shifts to help out with work in
sented a Book Fair last week
The China Books Com
the club. This meant that the
on the Wendell Phillips Cen
pany also had some of their
regular jobs of the crew were
ter patio. Salesmen from New
publications on display, which
not being maintained as top
American Library, lawcett,
feature books from Red China,
Bantam, MacMillan and Avon
priority. Fairbrook estab
including works of Mao,
displayed some 3,000 paper
lished a policy that the
Chinese and North Vietnam
backs last Wednesday and
department will follow:
ese philosophy and various
Thursday in an effort to fami
First, the club will func
liarize faculty members with areas of Orientafart.
tion provided that the regular
different approaches used in
Several hundred instruc
food service operations will
Madeline Gleason will be a guest lecturer October 17.
education today as well us the tors representing University
Poet
not be used to cater a function
provided decrease in costs.
of the Pacific, Delta College
in the Pacific Club. Second,
and various high schools
the club will operate provided
the functions can be handled
"By exhibiting the books, throughout Stockton re
without affecting the regular
it gives the instructor a chance portedly applied for book re
food service activities, on
to actually look at new views. "About 60 percent of
Festival held in the area.
campus. And third, the lood
materials and request certain UOP's faculty visited the
Madeline Gleason, coShe is the author of service department will only
copies for reveiw," explained Fair," Warren commented. lounder of the San 1 rancisco
A1 Warren, assistant mana "Very few schools provide low Poetry Center, and noted poet, several books, "Concerto for cater a university oriented
ger of the Pacific Book Stoic price paperback material and writer and painter, will be a Bell and Telephone", "Meta group at least 50 percent
who along with manager, Ed UOP is one of rather few guest lecturer at the Univer physical Needle and Col during the regular school year
lected Poems", published
Pottichhen organized the
schools that invites pub sity of the Pacific on Wednes earlier this year. In addition. unless approved by the
Fair. "After examination, the
day, October 17, when she will
department.
instructor may decide to order lishers to feature their books also give a poetry reading of Miss Gleason, a native of
Also mentioned was the
North Dakota, has also writ
these books as course texts or in a Fair like this." The rep her most recent work.
need for more help in the
resentatives claim that most
as supplementary reading."
In 1947, the prominent Bay ten several plays which have dining halls. However, this
The books dealt with paperback prices range from area poet organized a festival been performed in Northern problem has been heard
California theatres and she is
such subjects as ESP, Sex 60 cents to $5.
of modern poetry, one of the
before. Fairbrook said the
an accomplished painter.
Education, and Health Foods,
first
regular
series
of
public
The
Book
Fair
has
been
Of her poetry, Robert reason that no new help was
in addition to a number of
readings of the kind in
hired was because of budget
presented
at
UOP
for
the
last
topics in the field of humani
America. With poets James Duncan has written "...her problems. He also main
three
years
and
is
expected
to
work
furnishes
passages
ties. Many text materials
Broughton and Robert Dunca,
tained that the service will not
commonly purchased in hard be held annually in the years the Center has sponsored pub which only the purest spirit of
be lacking because of the bud
to
come.
Warren
asserted
that
back form are available as
lic readings by such noted the- art can achieve. She is
paperbacks. Warren slated, this years' Fair was the poets as Robert Lowell, Ken as expert as Rousseau, is get. If the service can't be im
proved, new help will be hired.
however, that students de- greatest successjluis_far.
neth Patchen, Denise Lever- ! expert by conviction' she is
tov, W. S. Merwin, Allen Gins conventional, but ultimately
berg, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, unique - for she has composed
Leroi Jones and Robert her own convention."
Miss Gleason's poetry
Creeley.
Miss Gleason also taught reading, which will follow her
several Master Workshops for lecture, will be held at 11:00
the Poetry Center at San Fran a.m. in the new Pacific Club
cisco State College, and in 1967 near the stadium. It is open to
the public.
A "Japan Evening is
scheduled Monday (October
Comer oi West Lone and Harding Way
15) by students at University
TEQUILA SUNSET
of the Pacific's Callison
l'/z oz. tequila
BEER • WINE
1/2 oz. lime juice
College to acquaint the
'/2 oz. grenadine
Stockton community with the
i/i cup crushed ice
LIQUOR
AIMI tttijufau
culture of the Far East
1 slice lime
Put tequila, lime juice, grenadine and ice into
country.
Phone; 465-7803
blender. Blend at low speed 10-15 seconds
Approximately 20 of the 40
Pour intopre-chilled old-fashionedglass. Add
Hours; Sun. to Thurs. 7 to 12:30 crushed ice or cubes tofill glass. Garnish with
Callison students who spent
Fri. and Sat. 7 to 2:00
the last school year in Japan
linirifiliiiii
will present a program of their
impressions on various
aspects of the country's cul
ture.
The 7 p.m. even, open to
the public without charge, will
be in the Raymond Great HallIncluded in the program
will be a movie filmed by a
Callison student on the year in
Japan and slide presentation
featuring Japanese fencing
and judo, wood-blocking, J a*
panese tea ceremony and
flower arranging. The stu
dents also will discuss their
living arrangements, which
You'll be pleased with the workmanship and styling of
involved residing in homes ol
these shoes. Just three from a collection: "Raleigh
the Japanese families.
navy and terra cotta leather with gold buckle trimmed
' 'We want to give the cart'
strap and lizard patterned vamp $20; f "Sioux
navy
pus
and
Stockton communitya
medium heeled pump with grosgrain how $26;
comprehensive view of wha'
"Avenue" heeled pump with gold chain trim in vespa
we experienced in Japan, ex
tan and navy $29.
plained one Callison studen
TRAVALE PORSCHE/AUDI
in describing Monday !
907 N. El Dorado Stockton 948-5190
Phone; 466-9697
2019 Pacific Ave.
- program.
By JOHN LYNCH

Poet Preaches At UOP

Cdfcon

Impressions
Of Japan
Presented

appa$o2xcy...

CATCH THE F©X EtT AUDI
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Obscure Chilean Story Rebuked
By EDWARD DANSE

Where is Chile? 11 you
can't recall, the next time you
are in the campus library,
take a peak into one of those gi
gantic monstors known as the
"World Atlas .
This long, narrow South
American country has re
ceived so much attention in
the press during the past lew
weeks due to the fact that on
September 11, the Chilean
military violently brought an
end to the unique "socialist
experiment" of ex-president,
Salvador Allende, in an explo
sive coup d'etat. Three years
and six days earlier. Dr.
Allende astonished the world
with his victory as the first
freely elected Marxist leader
in the western world.
Two weeks ago an article
entitled, "Optimistic View of
Chilean Coup", appeared in
the Pacifican, and without a
doubt it deserves a rebuttal
from an advocate of the
"realistic" view of the coup.
The misleading picture that
the article portrayed should
be cleared up.
It is difficult to find the
"optimistic viewpoint" and
the political stability when one
learns that it is a generally
accepted fact that the US
government significantly in
fluenced the toppling of
marxist Allende's govern
ment. The US State Depart
ment knew of the coup 48 hours
before it had begun and made
no mention of it to Dr. Allende.
During Allende's reign, US

N.O.W.
Judging from Sun| day's feminist feast, this
I should be a fruitful year for
our Women's Union. Be| tween courses of a potluck
I dinner, plans were laid for
the year's activities. ReI peats from last year inI elude a Women's Cultural
. Fair, a retreat to Eagle CotI tage, and a Women's
| Health night. New goals for
the Women's Union are: a
I film festival, a move for a
j Women's Studies major,
. and dinner with Forum on
iNational
Priorities
j speakers Dell Martin and
.Phyllis Lyon. Founder of
I the Feminist Party ,Flor|ence Kennedy will speak on
campus Nov. 17, and may
| be just the first of many
| speakers sponsored by the
Women's Union.

economic assistance was
slashed from one of the
highest levels in Latin Ameri
ca to one of the lowest, while
US military aid to Chile rose
from $800,000 the year before
Allende to $12.3 million in 1972.
Most of the military equip
ment used to eliminate
Allende in the bombardment
of his presidential palace bore
the label : "Made in USA."
The key to the flaw in the
Allende revolution was not
that he "promised great
changes" and then "de
livered rampant inflation"
and general economic break
down, effects encouraged by
both the polarized leftist and
opposition factions, but rather
that Allende's was a minority
government, unmandated to
carry out change on the scale
he attempted.

The recent change in Chile
is superficial. The coup d'etat
does not imply a fundamental
change in the direction of
Chilean politics. Political and
moral sentiments have been
proven to stay with a people
even after drastic, violent
changes directly affect them.
Need Vietnam be mentioned?
To be exact, Dr. Allende's sui
cide will martyrize him and
this will give power to his sup
porters and propagandists
throughout the world.
The future will not rest
upon a return to a rightest poli
tical position, as represented
in the example of the Verdi
family 's land reclamation, but
rather a new political
leadership must evolve in
volving many of Allende's re
forms in agreement with the
wishes of the majority.

Enjoy Hie W3d West During
Homecoming Week
Bronco football players
from Santa Clara will add to
the excitement of the Wild,
Wild,
West
homecoming
weekend at the University of
the Pacific.
Homecoming events sponspored by the A.S.U.O.P. will
begin Friday, October 26, with
an afternoon spirit rally in the
Greek Theatre. A dance with
live music is scheduled for 9
p.m. to get students intp the
spirit of homecoming. The
band is still to be announced.
Rolling down Pacific
Avenue in Stockton will be the
Homecoming Day Parade be
ginning at 10 a.m. on
Saturday, October 27. Floats
will be the impressive section
of the parade, since the U.O.P.
Alumni group is giving $20 to
all acknowledged living
groups or organizations for
supplies.
Another highlight will be a
male and a female student
chosen for the titles of Tiger
and Tigress" based upon
spirit.
These two repre
sentatives will ride in the
parade on behalf of U.O.P.
These people will be chosen by
each living group to compete
for the titles. Aresumeofeach
entry's participation in their

Ernie Schultz explores the depths of the U.O.P. pool

Scuba Diving Is Here
By BRUCE WILCOX

Have you ever wanted to really bad compared with the
see what the bottom of the $120 that you'd be paying out
living quarters, at school
ocean looks like, or what fish side U.O.P.
functions, and at games
The ' course is held two
look like outside of the
should be filed by October 13 in
. aquarium or dinner plate? In days a week. One half of the
the A.S.U.O.P. office. Final
other words, have you ever course is classroom work and
decisions will be made by the
wanted to learn to SCUBA conditioning and the other half
football team and the U.O.P.
dive? If you have, but were includes pool work.
cheerleaders.
The course is limited to
defeated by various problems
Other parade participants
(like expenses) you may get twenty students per class, and
include Miss California 1948
your big break while at usually has a waiting list of six
and 1973, both past U.O.P.
tending University of the or seven people. So, if you re
students, 25 marching bands
interested, you'd better get it
Pacific.
and several itodtwted horse
For the third year Connor together and get ready to sign
units. All i entries must bet Sutton's SCUBA course is up.
filed by October 13. 'The
open to students. Within the
parade will follow the
month decisions will be made|RoiirbOI). StTCCf *
"Miracle Mile" to Knoles
as to whether or not the course j
^
Field,
will be offered during Spring I
LlQUOrS
It will be a Wild West
Term.
•
brawl when the Santa Clara
The course includes class-1 LIQUORS
Broncos tangle with the
room instruction, pool
•
• WINES
U.O.P. Tigers in the 2 p.m.
ocean check-out and diver
football game. Following the
certification for all who pass.J MIXES
game will be another dance to
And all that for free! The stu- ( KEG BEER
round-up the festivities.
dent, however, is expected toj
ICE
Contact Libby
purchase his diving equip-1
Cecchettini,
Homecoming
ment (less tanks and wet suit)|-j™, urpcT11 aniit aca oopg
and rent tanks and wet suit for l3826 WEST LANE 464-3806
chairman for A.S.U.O.P.,
about entries, dates, times or
the checkout. But $60 isn't™"""""""""""""
places.
A camp-out in Yosemite is
planned for Oct. 19, 20, 21.
Sig . up at the Anderson Y
and attend the pre-campout meeting on Tuesday,
October 16, at 7:30 p.m.

I IM>*

Fly thecoop
with PSA,,

ASUOP TRAVEL SERVICE OFFERS YOU:

Quaint and Charming
Pure Nostalgia
(

DECORATED IN RARE
ANTIQUES

•*
,
/

f

/

6 BEAUTIFUL
OlO TIMf
OLD TIME
OlO TIME
OlO TIME
•kEAO

fye OUe

AYMOS'HERE
COOONESS
'IICES
HOT HOME MAOE YEAST

DELIGHTFUL FOOD
AAA APPROVED
4«d Ch.rloHt. O'Mit

•" ""

2 weeks in Honduras, Central America for
just $226.00. Jan 2-15.
30 days in Colombia, South America visiting
Santa Marta, Cartagena and Bogota for only
$351.00. Dec. 20-Jan. 19.
2 weeks visiting Ecuador, Peru, Argentina
and Brazil for $504.00. Jan 16-31.

Hooaier 7**
Price includes
air fare only.

the unofficial PS state bird.

Over 200 Grinningbird flights every day connecting North
ern and Southern California. Give your1 campus rep or
PSA a bird whistle. PSA gives you a lift.
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Knoles:0An Alternate Route

It is with rather incredulous eyes that I watch the unfol ing of the great Pacific Parking Hassle, which seems to me to
be nothing more than a can of worms that never should have
been opened in the first place provided someone had taken
the time and trouble to use their brains.
The primary problem, it seems to me, is the lact that
more and more students are living off campus, and that given
the current system of things they need more and more cars to
get back and forth. In the past it has been possible to provide
abundant close-in parking without sacrificing the qua 1 y o
life on campus. With the off-campus car and student explo
sion, however, this luxury is no longer possible - a lact 0111 e
that no one seems ready to face.
.
,Vnit|P«
The consequence is a complete parking jam and tr-cnt-less
cruising for an empty space on the main side oi campus w 1
new tennis court lot is hardly ever more than hali lull and only
because its location is a trifle more inconvenient. This is he
crux of the problem: not so much that there is an absolute
shortage of parking, but that all parking available is not as
convenient as lazy students would like
SO WHAT IS THE SOLUTION. The obvious brainless one
is to pave the nearest conveniently located vacant piece ol
land for a parking lot. As this decision is made, one gets the
feeling that administrators blindly endorse the freeway-andparking-lot miasma of Los Angeles as what we want or our
campus. However, 1 can't stomach the thought oi what
happened where I grew up-the gobbling of all free space by
the almighty automobile, is happening here 1 think we can do
better than L.A., but to do so, we must look seriously at the
alternatives.
Apparently, theonly way todiscourage people Irom using
their cars is to arrange the situation so that it is more incon
venient to drive than it is to make use of whatever alternative
is offered to driving. This can be done in one oflwo ways: (1)
make it inconvenient for drivers, or (2) make it convenient to
use the alternative, or a combination of the two. The laUer is
the most fruitful approach, and one that could work at UOP.
propose the following:

FIRST, ADDITIONAL PARKING facilities must not be
built. Otherwise we make it tooeasy for the driver. Secondly,
the absurdly low parking permit fee must be drastically
increased for cars. EvenattheslatesupportedUCcampuses
it costs $27 per year for a permit to park on campus. 1 he only
effect our paltry fee of $5 per year has is to encourage the
proliferation of the campus cur plague. 1 hirdly, the routine
dispensing of faculty stickers must be tightened up, or even
eliminated. (After all, why should the faculty or stall be
treated any differently than students?)

Adoption of these three proposals would probably solve
the problem in the short run, but to make a solution lor the
long run we need to think of convenient alternatives, hour
come quickly to mind which actually make the system work.
(1) Provide a regular free busing system to school and
back from heavily student-populated areas such as along
Pershing, Manchester, the area off Bianchi, and possibly the
older section south of Harding between Center and Pershing.
(2) Increase and enhance facilities lor bicycles, includ
ing better anti-theft protection and maybe even shed rooves
for the winter rain.
I
(3) Encouragement of motorcycles which take up less
space than cars.
(4) Provide locker space for off campus students to store
books somewhere besides in their cars.
LEST I BE accused of being visionary in the extreme, 1
would finance these steps with the additional revenue brought
in by the higher cost of parking permits, and additional
necessary money coming out of the University general lund
which :, where money for an additional parking lot would
come from anyway.
Perhaps not all of these are viable
courses of action, but I would feel better il these kinds of pro
posals had been considered. There was absolutely no other
possible course of action than to pave over Knoles Field, then
so be it. But the evidence looks as if no other alternatives were
even considered in the planning stage.
STUDENT APATHY, on the whole, should be inter
preted as a pretty good sign. Apathy merely says that the stu
dents can't find anything to be really unhappy about, that
things are running pretty well.
Thus, it is only when the common UOP student is
dismayed with the operation of things that we resort to large
scale protest, or petition signing. Eliminating 1/3 of the open
space currently available to quad dorm residents solely to
give latfy off-campus drivers a more convenient place to park
was the cause of discontent. This particular unilateral action
reveals a shockingly short-sighted, facile-way-out, insen
sitive administration attitude that is destined only to create
more bad feelings and additional problems in the future,
rather than solving the ones we have now.
In sum, President McCaffery, I see it like this: Without
first fully and completely exploring with us alternative solu
tions to the parking problem, don't expect quad students to
give up 1/3 of their backyard to noisy, noxious smelling cars
unless you are willing to do the same. Try to see if from the
student perspective: Would you like all those cars next to
your pool where your lawn used to be? I, for one, sincerely
doubt it.
Ross Quinn, Raymond

A Farm Labor Reply
Teamsters
Tcam«

1

*
,
. icc.p nf federal legislation passed
w°Uld !?;£ erroneous for unemployment
r

with a few of the erroneous
and misinformed statements
made by Stephen Smith m hiis
article on the United Farm
Workers ("Perspective
Pacifican, Oct. 5, 1973). Mr.
Smith states that "the farm
labor issue is a vast complex
problem." Indeed it is and his
obvious ignorance and misthat
understanding
ol
sure,
complexity has,
contributed to his inaccurate
generalises aJiout ^ Leasar
Chavez, the UFW, the press
coverage of the farm labor

crisis, and the nature ol the
minunderstood
conflict
between the Teamsters and
the UFW.
It would be impossible to
sufficiently cover the rebuttal

£
ing agricultural workers
cover^g
^
fostenng
with
..SWCU..Vsweetheart contracts
—
,.tho

the growers?
Teamsters sought
control, medical and retire
ment benefits lor their
••members" in all thos
years?
You mention that
farmworkers should be
covered by the NRLA as are
au other unionized workers in
a
l agree
^
^ Teamsters not
attempted to achieve this
goal, do you suppose, Mr.
Smith?

3. Regarding violence in

-

_

_

and the UFW.
Qne

UFW

pjcket

shot to death by an unknown
assailant; Fact two: Truck
driving thugs harrassing and
beating up UFW supporters,
including threats and finally
breaking the nose of one
Father Bank in Coadhella
last summer; Fact three:
Sweetheart contracts signed
between the Teamsters and
the growers in Delano on the
sly and in spite of good faith
ckavez to conduct
eftortsDy^na^^^
negotiations (contracts which
later were ruled unofficial and
invalid
by
Teamster
President Fitzsimmons). Now
tell me, just who are the
violent ones?
Yes, Mr. Smith, it is
October and the cold winter is
approaching.
But let me
assure you, on an average
annual income of $3500.00, the
whole year is "cold" for the

the fields: Many accusations
and counter-accusations mof
evitably
arise
out
as
in this short article as many J^^or hiiKy wilUestify
Hifiu'nlt
difficult issues as Smith But ,et ug now look at the facts
briefly touches upon in
in the latest struggle in the
Let me merely challenge him
farmworker Clark M. Trevor
field, this time between the
on the following points:
1. 1 believe, Mr. Smith,
that you would be hard
pressed to produce (acts that
This letter is to inform you ever to become more than a
substantiate your claim that
"forgotten" group on campus
union pickets (I assume you of the actions taken by those
graduate students who pur we must recognize our leader
mean UFW pickets) arenaiH
ship structure, and the best
To the contrary, all UFW port to represent you. At a
card-carrying pickets during meeting last year of eight grad way to do that right now is to
a strike fund budget and students, Jim Shebl was get a new GSA president.
Bill Mendelson
donated food and clothing for "elected" president of the
Soc.
Dept.
Rep., GSA
as long as it takes to win. When Graduate Student Associa
a strike is not on, all UFW staff tion. That was the last meeting
members,
including Mr. called. This year a group of A Spirited Game
Chavez and the lawyers, live about twenty students re
Dear Editor,
on their salaries, which cover affirmed him as an "interim
After giving this problem
their basic needs (food, president "until elections can
much though as to the proper
be
held
later
in
the
year."
In
shelter, clothing and trasway to approach it, I have
portation). Contrary to what addition, prior to this latest
decided your school paper
you suggest, anyone who meeting he made several
works for this union does not important committee appoint would be the best media for
do so out of greed or profit ments in which you, as a grad letting Pharmacy students
know the impact of their
student, had no voice.
motives.
This letter is also to call activities. Hopefully, the inci
2. If, as you say, Mr.
for your support in demanding dent I refer to involves only a
Smith, Teamsters have
Jim Shebl's resignation as small portion of the phar
"represented" farmworkers
"President" oftheGSA. While macy students at UOP, but the
for twenty years, why then,
1 believe that he has failed in activities I observed seems a
did nearly 30,000 workers join
his duties as "president", as contradiction to what one ex
UFW in less than a decade? If
evidenced by the fact that he pects of professional students.
the
Teamster's
Farm
The incident I make refer
has yet to provide grad stu
workers Union is truly repre
dents with any information as ence to occured at UOP's first
senting their members will,
to what is happening re home game against Sac State.
why didn't they support many garding graduate education in I was seated several rows
years ago efforts to get state the past year, he is also unable behind a group of young
to provide his full loyalty to the fellows, many with maroon
GSA. I state this because he is
LETTER cont. pg. 5
currently, and has been for the
pasl year, employed by the Tactful Apology
office of the Academic ViceDayna Petersen
Dear Editor:
President.
[ditor-in-Chief
I feel it is my responsi
It is hard to see how some
one in such an administrative bility, as the Phi Delta Chi
Stephen Smith
News Editor
position can truly speak for cheerleader, to apologize for a
graduate
students. It is not couple of our cheers at the San
Howard Fish
difficult
to
imagine pressure Jose game.
Features Editor
The yells in question were
being brought to bear on him
Susan Harris
such that Mr. Shebl would put much more suggestive than
Cop? Editor
his own self-interests above our usual arrangement of
Nancy Wilson
the interests of all of the cheers, and have met much
Layout Editor
graduate students at UOP. criticism from the U.O.PWhen one graduate student rooting section, as well as
Diane Merrill
went to him recently about an from members of our own Phi
issue which might greatly af Delt sectioni
Ellen Powell
I want to take this time to
fect the future of graduate
Entertainment Editor
education at UOP, Jim Shebl assure you that, in the future,
said, and I quote, "I have got much more care and tact will
Gene Samuelson
more important things to do.'' be used in selecting cheers for
Sports Editor
If you agree with my call our section. I apologize to
Brian Sullivan
for Jim Shebl to resign his those we have offended, and
Photography Editor
position in the GSA, simply hope you will continue to give
forward a note to that effect to us the support you have in the
Roxanne Fouche
past.
Production Manager me, c/o the Sociology Depart
ment, through the campus
Bob Skinner
Pete Shepard
mail.
If
graduate
students
are
Phi
Delta Chi
Business Manager

Graduate Representation
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Comprende Elbert Covell

"Well, Spiro, I guess I don't have you to kick around anymore

The Mideast and Another War

...So again the world must
see yet another war. The war
this time is the present con
flict which has engulfed the
entire Middle East.
This war like all wars sees
no morality. It began on the
most holy of days for the Is
raelis, Yom Kippur. Since that
day, the rest of the world has
been anxiously awaiting each
report only to find conflicting
stories with each side building
up scores as if it was a football
game.
Both sides have been be
fore the United Nations and
have accused each other for
launching the war. But the life
of the diplomat is fought with
words. While the debates go on,
Israeli soldiers are fighting
continuous battles against the
Syrians in the Golan heights
and with the Egyptians along
the Suez.
One of the major causes of
the recent conflict is the dis
pute over Israeli occupied
Arab lands captured in the
1%7 war. Released CIA rePorts list the reasoning be

everything

that

hind the move to all out war to
be a show of Arab pride in re
gaining the lost land. Many in
the Arab world would consider
this indeed a holy war against
the enemies of Allah.
Overall, the war again re
flects the ineptness of the
United Nations to decide any
thing in over six years since
the '67 war. The only re
solution that received any
agreement was U.N. rule 242
which stated any agreement
made in the Mideast should be
made peaceably. Now that the
resolution has been thought
fully disregarded, furthur ac
tion desperately needs at
tention.

is disputable.".
aii'aJpr* ,Tai
Wjlliam Penn

answers wmust be made
through;; rpeaceful ntegofcia**
tions. Negotiations aimed at
the assurance of the con
tinued existence of the Israeli
state with the release of now
occupied Arab lands.
The responsibility for
peace lies on everyone's
shoulders. As it now stands,
there is only bloodshed. With
out negotiation on the differ
ences remain. As one Arab
states, "There can be no peace
until the lands now occupied
are returned." To this the Is
raeli says, "There can he no
peace without the occupied
lands."

The only suggestions that
have been made so far in the
recent conflict have been
made with bullets and guns.
For those who wish to take
a more civilized approach, the

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap

BRIDAL REGISTRY
3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

"PEN MONDAY EVENINGS

Sincerely,
Carlos Mazal
President, Alianza Estudiatil
• (E.C.C.)

colored caps on, and their jokes?
But that was just the
dates.
They gave some
Relaxed by
spirited
cheers
which beginning.
gravitated more and more to imbibing many beers, and
such things, as laxatives, other alcoholic beverages, the
tampons and Kotex.
This fellows began hitting each
caused me to wonder as to other with their caps and
their orientation.
I was pouring beer on each other
informed they were members and their dates.
of a pharmacy fraternity - Phi
It certainly is hard for me
Delta Chi - I believe. This to believe this is the same
seemed strange to me since a fraternity that is responsible
certain
amount
of for conducting diabetes
professional discretion is testing and poison prevention
expected of a pharmacist with booths on the Webstown
regard to laxatives and Mall, or that in the future they
feminine hygiene products.
will be pharmacists willing to
Or am I mistaken and in this serve the public's health care
age of progressiveness - are
needs.
such things now regarded as
Disillusioned
•• • •• • Hi • Mi • ••

I

i
i
_

Seyvtbti'* Liquors
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN

Party Supplies - Groceries • Keg Beer

I aspssss;

SERVING TWO COLLEGE CAMPUSES
SUNDAY
Worship Service 8:30 and 11am
College Class Session 9:45

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES

having in Covell "Wealthy
^ Latins". What I can not un
derstand is what, if that was
the case, what is wrong with
being wealthy and Latin? Or
perhaps it is wrong in a capi
talistic society to be rich? Or
perhaps all Latins have to be
poor?
The report
starts by
saying that nobody knows
what Inter-americanism is,
but at the end she defines it.
There are many things in life
which are not tried to be de
fined because they have such a
broad meaning that it would
be unfair to try to put them in a
limited number of words.
Here in Covell we pratice
what we believe is part of
Inter-americanism,
people
from twenty american coun
tries sharing experiences,
eating together, living to
gether, learning together to
respect and tolerate different
points of view, different
cultures, values and ideas.
In closing I ask you to
check what sources, if any
your reporter checked in
order to write such an article.
At any rate I can assure you
that the article lacks vera
city.
And please you can not
ask Joe Namath to write an
analysis on the Marxian Labor
Theory of Value. Comprende?

LETTER from pg. 4

By STEPHEN SMITH
'It is endless to dispute upon

Dear Editor:
I'm writing to you in re-sponse to an article published
on last Friday's Pacifican con
cerning the "problems of
Covell.
Before I go into details, I
must tell you that the reaction
of the Covell students to the
article has been one of sur
prise.
It has been of surprise be
cause nobody thought that a
freshman with very little ex
perience and obviously mis
leading information could try
to write an "analysis" on the
real problems of our school.
It was a surprise to hear
again the old"cliches" about
the "Latin Lover" and the "in
nocent Gringa'both things
that have been buried long
ago, and which only live on the
minds of those who think about it.
It was also infuriating be
cause after so much dedi
cation by the people of Covell
to finally get rid of a ridicu
lous image of isolationists
which is also in the minds who
want to accept it a such, we
have to listen to it again. For
general information there are
very few "Covelianos" living
in their own dorms, most of
them have spread out all over
the campus, made new
friends, and participated in
various university events,
sports, Model U.N., etc. •
I have to agree with her
that there is a reputation of

Body Life Service 7pm
Fellowship Groups 8pm

1720 OXFORD WAY
PASTOR KRAFT
Phone: 464-5160 or 463-3638

SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOB
SORORITY & FRATERNITY

... . nunrnMl

I

i
i
I

'SMOSTSSTj

EXPERTS IN WINTER MOUNTAINEERING

SKI SALE
AND
SKI SWAP
OCTOBER 20th
CROSS COUNTRY EQUIPMENT ONLY!
No Commission taken on goods sold.

1508 10th St. Modesto, Calif.

To any interested student
Lambda Kappa Sigma, a
women's professional phar
macy fraternity, is having Dr.
Harry John, a locally prac
ticing obstetric-gynecologist,
to speak at the annual
Founder's Day. Dr. John will
be speaking on "The Advan
tages of Oral Contraceptives
versus the other methods of
Contraception." This would
be an
educational,
yet
interesting topic for all who
are concerned.
This will be held on
Saturday, October 13 at 11:00
a.m. in the Gold Room (next to
Anderson Y) on campus.
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WINTER TERM FOCUS

French/US Economies
accomodations, 2/3 of the
breakfasts and 1/3 ol the din
ners. When questioned about
the other meals Madame
Kreiter explained that stu
dents would be given a card
which would allow them to eat
well but inexpensively for$l in
French student restaurants,
which would also give stu
dents the chance to meet stu
dents from French univer
sities. A deposit fee of $150 is
required when signing up,
part of which, $75 for fees and
processing, is non-refund
able. The rest of the money is
due on October 20.
Anyone who is interested
in enrolling in the course
which is called "Frcnch/U.S.
Comparative Economics and
Cultures", should see Janine
Kreiter, 301 B Knoles flail
Janine Kreiter
(Modern Languages) 946-2292
or Tapan Munroe, 212 B Bann
From Jan. 2 through the ister Hall (Economics) 94624th students will visit and 2338. Enrollment closes Octo
study in Paris, the provinces ber 20 and the course is subject
(Loire Valley and Burgundy) to adequate enrollment.
and in the Alps. The time spent
in each area will be equally di
vided in order to see three dif
"One of the biggest diffi
ferent views of France's cul
ture and economy. Visits will culties is that people think it's
be made to such places as cheap to travel in Europe.
banks, industries, univer Well it's not." So speaks
sities and city council meet Professor David Burke of his
ings. In this way the student Winter term course. Art and
can make first hand com Architecture.
parisons of U.S. and French
standards of living.
There will be approx
imately 10 hours of elass work
per week. Lectures con
cerning economy will be given
by Tapan Munroe, while Ja
nine Kreiter will discuss cul
tural aspects and give in
struction in French. There are
no prerequisites for the
course, ffowever, in speaking
to Madame Kreiter she said,
"It's not a play course."

France is not just tor the
French! This winter term
Janine Kreiter ol the French
Dept. and Tapan Munroe from
Economics are offering 30
U.O.P. students the oppor
tunity to study U.S. and
French economics and cul
tures while touring France.

Art & Architecture

David Burke

Tapan Monroe
The cost of the program is
$700 and includes round-trip
air transportation, land trans
portation in Europe, all hotel

The cost of Burke's
European study is $980 plus
expenses outside of trans
portation, rooms and break
fasts. Burke suggests an addi
tional $400. aware that underpricing can ruin plans.
"There's much worse
inflation in Europe than there
is here," says Burke in
explanation of the high costs.
"The dollar has lost 20 per
cent of its value since
January."
Burke is offering a cul
tural excursion to Italy,
Switzerland, Holland, and
England. Being European

o o ©
TYPEWRITER
RENTAL LOW RATES
CALCULATOR
cI,K
will apply
5
ADDING MACHINE
on purchase!
HERMES

IBM

SMITH-CORONA
Eloctrlc Typewriters

himself, Burke's tour will be
more than just a "stnppeddown tourist thihg.
emphasis will be Art History,
with an agenda of museums\
concerts, sightseeing, an
sampling the local flavors ol
Europe.
Burke points out the tnc
course is for five weeks rather
than four. "One of the reasons
I'm leaving on December 27 is
that I'm told the air lares are
going up January lirst.
There are presently about
12 students signed-up for the
course, with room lor only 20.
"People don't start showing
up until the last minute, and
they're a menace," Burke
feels, because of planning
difficulties. "It's the hardest
thing 1 do all year - "I tend to
catch colds."

England: Past
& Present
Sign up during October.
Receive credit during
January.
Travel in England during
June.
This drawn-out schedule
will make England: Past and
Present
a
very
special
learning experience.
Dr. Robert Cox, the
instructor of England: Past
and Present, is avoiding the
terrible winter weather of
England by scheduling the
Winter Term trip from May 27
to June t6. .
Dr. Cox defines the
purpose of the course as an
examination of contemporary
English society, as influenced
by the lengthy cultural tra
dition. Contrasts to live in

Robert Cox
America will be considered.
With this basic orien
tation in mind, the student will
investigate any aspect of
English culture and society.
Dr. Cox emphasizes the
freedom of topic selection.
The individual concern of the
student may lead him to
Buckingham Palace, the side
walk pubs in Bristol or even to
the location of a Led Zepplin
recording session.
Dr. Cox designed this
Winter Term course as an
opportunity for students to
develop a realistic selfconception while experiencing
English
and
American
cultural dif ferences. The idea
grew
from his own
experiences as a college
student in London.
If you'd like to have Paul
McCartney's autograph, a
new photo of Big Ben, or a dis
cussion with an official of
Parliament, this should be
your Winter Term course.
Visit Dr. Cox in Knoles Hall,
room 309, immediately to
discuss details.
Dr. Cox estimates that
expenses for the trip will be
$900. It's a small price to pay
for a British accent.

[ The tutoring program is in |
I progress in ten schools, but .
I more tutors are needed.
Make
arrangements |
I through the Anderson Y or .
I call 466-1496.

J

Seminar

Exposure
For Dental
Students

On Wednesday, October
17, there is going to be a dental
Seminar held in the Rotunda
at the School of Pharmacy.
This seminar is sponsored by
SAPhA and is being held by
Dr. Douglas Hamilton from
the School of Dentistry. This
seminar is open to all inter
ested
students
especially
those in the health profession
fields. This program may be of
special interest to pre-dental
students who have not had
much exposure of the practi
cal type.
This seminar will be simrlar to the program held here
on March 31,1973 for the con
tinuing education for phar
macist. It is entitled, "A View
of Dentristry for Pharma
cists." It will expose the nondental personnel to the views
of the dental profession. Of
special importance are the
retail products. Which brush
should 1 use or recommend?
scores from either the Gradu Is some brush or toothpaste
ate Record Examination, the better than others? What
Law School Admission Test, about fluoride? These and
the Dental Admissions Test, other questions will be an
the Medical School Admis swered and should be of inter
sion Test, or the Admission est to all concerned.
Test for Graduate School of
The program will start at
Business, depending on the 9 AM. A BBQ lunch will be
specific academic competi served on the lawn at the
tion entered. No test scores School of Pharmacy (weather
will be accepted from tests permitting). The afternoon
taken alter December 15,1973, program will last until about 4
and students must request PM depending on the length of
that scores from previous test the question session.
administrations be sent to the
Anyone -having questions
Commission by that date. A- should contact the SAPhA
gain. applications may be office at 478-2797 or Mike
secured from the Graduate DeHart at the same number
School Office, Knoles Hall.
for further details.

Fellowships Available
For Grad Students
Applications for the 197475 California State Graduate
Fellowships are now avail
able at the Graduate School
Office, Knoles Hall. State
Graduate Fellowships are
available to students who will
be in their first or second
year of graduate or pro
fessional school beginning
September 1, 1974. Applica
tions must be filed with the
State Scholarship and Loan
Commission by December
17,1973 Announcement of win
ners will be on April 8,1974.
All fellowship applicants
will be required to submit test

beautiful selection

Wigley Jewelers

wires

OPEN DOME RING

JT

pave'of diamonds
$240

Manual Typawrltors
Student Special

3 months for $15
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DIAMONDS and DIAMOND JEWELRY
CUSTOM DESIGNS
HAND ENGRAVING
WATCH and CLOCK REPAIRS

0HONE

464-0241

2021 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON. CALIF. 95204

BEYE OPTICAL
1308 W. ROBINHOOD DRIVE
phone 478-6321
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Your IdeulMaii.

PaSe Seven

Greasepaint...' Comes To UOP

'poar qj

,at physical features do you
;k f0riny°ur 'deal man?

lele

Fong,

Conservatory,
don't look lor
nything in particular.
It
eips if he is good looking but li
e snot, that's the breaks. It's
rhat he is as a person not what
e looks like.
reshman:

"I

Jeanie Shite,
Pharmacy,
senior: "The first thing is a
person's eyes. If they are
smiling and happy on the
outside, chances are that they
will be happy on the inside, or
at least willing to try. Tall,
dark and handsome. If they fit
that criteria then they are
okay.

Denny Clarke, C.O.P.,
sophomore:
"Broad
shoulders, tan, good dresser,
blonde and a moustache, no
beard and taller than me, but
that's no problem because I'm
not too tall.
I'm not too
nartioolor "

The film crew from ABC preps among the lights for a scene.

Nancy Ferreira, Elbert
Covell, junior: "I do not look
for physical features in my
ideal man. Basically, per
sonality is what I look for. I
do not care if they are ugly. I
prefer blondes with green
eyes."

U.O.P. students become actors in a football recruiting party

Mimi
Gallinatti,
C.O.P.,
| sophomore:
"Arms and
I shoulders, a good dancer, the
|way he dresses, total attitude,
Ithe tun loving guy, with thick
I air, sexy toes, a good smile,
he athletic type. This is if he
hkes me or not.
COVER YOUR
CRUDDY WALLS
WITH OUR
BEAUTIFUL
POSTERS

WARM WORLD
POSTERS $1.00

family book
store

Weberstown Mall
°Pen 5 Evenings until 9

Laurie Stoddard, C.O.P.,
sophomore: "Big shoulders,
thick hair, preferably blond.
I'd like someone that's shy-not
that sure of himself, with good
manners. He has to like to
have a good time, someone
who smiles a lot."

featuring a sought-after high
school quarterback in his
trials and tribulations of what
college he should attend.
Gary Talbot, Misty Holly
and Larry Haggman will be
featured along with familiar
Scenes- were shot in the U.O.P. faces.
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon
Fraternity house. A football
recruiting party was staged

The ABC Wednesday
Night Movie brought its
cameras to U.O.P. last
Monday to shoot scenes for a
December 5, episode entitled
"Poetry in Motion".

DRESS UP
YOUR DIAMOND

SUPERSCOPE

You never heard it so good •

PLANT WORLD
INDOOR

AND

SHADE

PLANTS

OPENING SALE
SPECIAL
4" POTTED FERNS 61 QQ
LARGE ASSORTMENT

Yl.JU

WE OFFER A LARGE
ASSORTMENT OF QUALITY
PLANTS
AT
VERY
REASONABLE PRICES.

nn

STORE HOURS: MON.-SAT.

M*48
RING SETTING

Sony Model TC-90A AC/DC
Portable Cassette-Corder*

with Built-in Condenser Microphone
end Autometlc Shut-On
Here's a truly vsrsetile performer!
Sony's TC-90A oilers two microphones:
a built-in prolesslonal condenser micro
phone for perfect "hands-off" recording,
and a Remote Stop/Start Microphone
for dictation and other uses where re
mote control is needed. Traditional Sony
quality, rugged dependability, and out
standing performance make the TC-90A
a truly outstanding value. ,^^ei

Your diamond will look
brand new in one of our
beautiful modern settings.
Rings, pins, pendants . . .
each to enhance the true
brilliance of your diamond.

INAMASU JEWELERS

37 N. SUTTER
463-4420

JUST WEST

708 SWAIN KD. of pacific
T

PENDANT SETTING

61 30 Pacific Ave.
477-0082
In M a r e n g o C e n t e r

Illustrations anlarfad to show data IL
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FOOTBALL
UOP vs. Long Beach State, Pacific Memorial Stadium, Saturday, Oct.
13 7:30 p.m. KJOY 1280 John Rasbach and Rick Kavooras cdl
action. This is the beginning of a five-game homestand for the 1 igers.

SOCCER
UOP vs San Francisco State U. Pacific MEM
FORGET THIS SOCCER ONE.
UOP vs. San Francisco State U. Pacific Memorial Stadium Junior
Varsity 6 p.m.: Varsity 8 p.m. Adults $1, children 50»; students free.
Enter stadium at the East gate near lield house.

WATER POLO
UOP vs. San Jose State at San Jose. Saturday, Oct. 13, 11 a.m.
UOP vs. Sacramento State U. Kjeldsen Memorial Pool, UOP campus.
Tuesday, October 16, 3:30 p.m.

Broken Water Main Plays
Havoc With UOP Gym Floor
By GENE HICKMAN

department and immediate
action was taken to rid the
floor of the water. After this
procedure, tans were placed
in the gym and ran continu
ously 24 hours a day all
summer.
When school re-opened
this tall the I'lorr was comple
tely dried, but warped. It was
sanded down, finished, and
new lines were placed on the
floor in two weeks. Head
Basketball Coach, Stan
Morrison, commented on the
newly repaired gymnasium
floor, "The gym cannot look
any better than it does now.
The floor is in excellent condi
tion. However, it would be im
possible to repair it again
should this reoccur."
So fortunately, there will
be no water-skiing inside the
A general panic was felt gym and the basketball
throughout the Athletic players are grateful for that.

Water-skiing inside the
gym? That thought was pro
bably going through the mind
of Head Basketball Coach,
Stan Morrison, when he was
notified that UOP's gym floor
was submerged under water
Late last spring one of the
water mains running from
Knoles Field to the gym burst
underneath the girls' locker
room.
Coach
Morrison
described it as a "virtual
geiser." The water rushed out
of the girls' locker room to the
lowest point of the gym com
plex, when happens to be the
basketball court. It lifted the
floor so that it was actually
floating on a bed of water. The
estimated damage was placed
between 20,000 and 25,000
dollars.

JEWELERS

I Our People Make Us Number One

Willard
week,

Harrel splits two defenders as he runs for a big gain against ban jose siaie .asi

Son Jose Catches Pacrfic
By Gene Samuelson
Although the rain held off
until the last few seconds of
the game, San Jose State
didn't. Despite a 21 point 3rd
quarter deficit, San Jose
fought Back to catch the
Tigers for a 21-21 tie.
Pacific totally dominated
the first half of play. Besides
being ahead 14-0, the Tigers
rolled up 215 net yards
compared with the Spartans'
125.

Two field goal attempts by
the Spartans from the 40 and
54 yards fell short.
Second Half

Pacific's final touchdown
came 4:13 into the 3rd quarter.
With Keplinger at the con
trols, the Tigers traveled 85
yards in seven plays.
Harrel snuck around right
end and scrambled 40 yards
for the score. JohnRodriquez,
Mike Mangrum ran for 87 kicking specialist, added the 1yards in eleven carries, while point conversion on each of the
Willard Harrell added another Tiger t.d's.
After the Tigers 3rd
51 yards and a t.d. during the
touchdown,
San
Jose
first half.
dominated the rest of the
The Tiger's two first halt game. UOP failed to achieve a
scores came on a 1-yard run by first down after midway
Harrel and a 74 yard pass by though the 3rd period, giving
Carlos Brown to Flanker, the Spartans time for three
Jackie Diggs.
scores.
The first San Jose
San Jose State penetrated
touchdown came on a 15 yard
deep into Tiger territory once
pass with 5:03 remaining in
in the half, only to be stopped
the
3rd quarter.
by strong Pacific defense on
Early in the 4th quarter,
the 15 yard line.
San Jose was threatening to
Starting
Quarterback, score again, only to be
Bruce
Keplinger, guided thwarted by a fumble on the 2
Pacific to its first score, -yard line. Safety Rick Russel
moving the team 93 yards in 17 fell on the ball, saving a
plays.
possible score.

But the Spartans were®
to be shaken, as they force:
UOP to punt and the!
marched in 55 yards lot
anothei score. With 5:46 leftii
the game, the score was 21-lij
in favor of Pacific.
With Brown back in
Quarterback,
the
Tigers
attempted a halfback pass
only to have Harrel's effor
intercepted. This gave Sai
Jose a 1st down on the Tigerij
yard line with 44 seconds letlj
San Jose's final sc
came on a 2 yard plunge!
Larry Lloyd, making thescoi|
21-20. Head Coach of San Jos
Darryl Rogers, chose to kicl
the 1 point conversion, rathe
then attempt the 2 point playj
The
Spartans
trifl
unsuccessfully to move tH
ball in the remaining second
So with 10 seconds left, kickiit
specialist Ron Ploger's
yard field goal attempt wj
no-good, resulting in the 2H|
deadlock.
The Tigers will open theif
regular season home gan#
tomorrow against Long Beat:
State in Pacific Memori«
Stadium. The7:30contestwi
be an important milestone f«|
the Tigers to surpass.

Had A Good Rug Lately?
We have the cheapest prices in town.
Any size, type, or color available.
Come find out fpr yourself!

Figure it out.
This calculator
is a super value!
$6988

Regan desk model calculator
performs 5 functions,
has fixed decimal control,
direct credit balance.

Layaway now for Christmas.
Six convenient ways to buy:
Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge • BankAmericard
Master Charge • American Express • Layaway

WEBERSTOWN MALL

478-1726

REMNANTS ONLYCarpet,Tile,Linoleum

the Carvel Corner
MOVED
902

TO

A

NEW LOCATION

Waterloo
464-5707

Road

October
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Soccer
Loses To
San Jose

Kill, Kill, Fight, Fight, Fight," shouted the
section at the opeing football game of the new

By Patti Dudgeon

Se£>'Tpuzzled

young lad observing his first football game
. J {,is papa, "Father, does it really mean that much to
h se people?" His father replied, "Of course it does. It s a
matter of winning or losing. "
puzzled uuj
boy responded
The even more puz.£icu
icspuuueu with
wun,
But,
v. ther you said winning was not important, but it is how you
l v the game." The somewhat perturbed father replied,
.yes but not when you're behind."
How much emphasis do you place on winning? Does the
end justify the means, or are you honestly concerned with

ethical play •'
.
.
Too often our society is excessively competitive. This is
true ih football as well as the "real" world.
To be a real professional in a field, whether it be sports or
otherwise, an individual must have control over his competi
tive spirit.
The key is to realize that in whatever you are playing, you
are only playing a game. Professional athletes exhibit this
knowledge after every contest. This is done by communi
cating in some way the respect they share for each other when
leaving the playing area.
It comes down to a matter of respect. Players respect
their opponents on the field as opponents. But after the game,
the animosity is usually gone.
For the most part, Pacific athletes seem to follow this un
written code of ethics. It is pleasing to any spectator to see two
athletes congratulating each other after a closely fought
contest.
My hat is off to those athletes whose competitive drive is
left on the playing field.
We must realize that games are just games. When we re
alize this, we will be able to more clearly understand how to
deal with other games which confront us in life.
Competition is inbred in our society today. If handled
properly, competition can be a useful tool in the maturation
process.
So tomorrow, when you're cheering the Tigers on to vic
tory, remember that winning is not that important. It's how
you play after the game that really makes the score.

Coach Jack Jordan directs traffic on the practice field.

Coach Synchronizes Football

"The best offensive team
I've coached". These words of
praise were directed toward
the offensive unit of the Tiger
football team by Jack Jordan,
the Quarterback and Receiver
Coordinator.
Coach Jordan was a
standout
performer for
Brigham Young University in
1958-1959, earning honors as
an All-Conference quarter
back in his sophomore year. In
1961 he transferred to Califor
nia Polytechnical College in
San Luis Obispo, doubling at
the quarterback and running
back slots. Three years later,
he began his coaching career
at Mission High School in San
Luis Obispo before moving to
By GENE SAMUELSON Riverdale High School in
Fresno
for a four-year
coaching stint, where he re
ceived Coach of the Year
honors in two consecutive
years. Exhasting his coaching
talents and capabilities at the
ship race. Look for the
high school level, Coach Jor
Porsche 9-17-10's to be in the
dan was hired by former Head
top positions when the
Coach Blue in 1970, and was re
checkered flag is dropped at
hired by past Head Coach
the end of the 125-mile Can-Am
Homer Smith and present
race.
Head
Mentor,
Chester
Tickets for both days can Caddas.
Concerning the present
be purchased at the gate, or at
season,
Coach
Jordan
Macy's and Sears in the
stressed
the
need
lor
conWeberstown Mall. Students^
sistancy and hard work, he
get discount rates upon their
"Offensively,
we
showing of student body states,
have a better team than

World's Fastest-This
Week At Laguna Seen
The Castrol GTX Grand
5rix will be held this weekend
it the Laguna Seca Race
bourse in Monterey.
Race fans can expect to
;et their money's worth from
i weekend which will see
iractice and qualifying on
Friday and three regional
•aces and additional Can-Am
lualifying on Saturday.
Race day is on Sunday,
rith two Can-Am races and

last year. Mainly because we
have more weapons at the
skilled positions. I feel we are
capable of a 9-1 season. San
Jose State and San Diego State
should be our two toughest
opponents in conference, and
Hawaii should be our toughest
opponent outside of the confer
ence."
When asked about the re
cruitment program for foot
ball, Coach Jordan responded,
"We're going after athletes
this year we haven't been able
to get before. We're going
after student athletes. We're
competing with schools such
as U.S.C., Cal., Stanford, and
Washington for recruiting.
Much effort and time are put
into recruiting."
Coach Jordan expressed
great pleasure in seeing the
student body and the admini
stration involved in the foot
ball program and strongly
emphasized that football is a
part of college.
Coach Jordan is a
synchronizer of sorts. He
synchronizes the receiver
with the quarterback on the
field and the students with the
university and the football
program off the field.

The Tiger soccer teams
faced defeat in a rough game
against the San Jose State
Spartans last Thursday night.
The final score was 4-0 in favor
of the Spartans, who are rated
fifth in the west in soccer.
UOP worked hard during
the first half of the game and
managed to keep up with the
Spartans until a lew minutes
before half time when San
Jose State snuck in some
fancy footwork resulting in a
goaL
The second half of the
game proved to be the most
tantalizing. The Tigers and
the Spartans were battling to
receive and keep the ball and
in the process one of UOP's top
defensive
backs,
Steve
Tiernay, sprained his leg and
was unable to continue the
game. Although the playing
was eonsistant, UOP made
their bow to San Jose State in
the end.
UOP won the game
against U.C. Davis on October
2, 2-0. The Tigers had played
Davis once before and tied 1-1
so the victory added to the sea
son record which now shows 3
wins-4 losses-1 tie. Goals in the
Davis game were scored by A1
Juarez and Jose Rodriguez.
The next game will be on
October 16 at 8 p.m. with San
Francisco State University at
Pacific
Memorial
the
Stadium.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days). .

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213)477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

SPORT CYCLERY
4419 Pocific Avenue
Stockton, California 95207
478-4307
Racing and Touring Bicycles
Sales - Service - Accessories

SKI PACKAGE
Rosignol Elite
Soloman 444 Bindings
Scott Poles
Total:

$125.00
$49.00
$15.00
$189.00

PACKAGE PRICE $149.00
Get the best for less NOW!

village sports
299 LINCOLN CENTER
Rent our weekend•

WORD SALES

^^^$2 tdr MIISS']

PHONE 478-5615

awwm o«ef.
(Go Dowa Pacific It
We're across from Tkr M| Slide )

October igt

Cruising For Burgers...
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By DAVID SEGERSTROM

calaveras calendar

treat lor students.
Jack is located 2.9 ^
north on Pacific, and is
twenty-four hours a
which is the most I can say
it. The biggest thrill j„
whole ordeal of getting;
food there, is engaging j,
short tet-a-tet with none ot[
than Jack himself.
The next step ig to
while Jack hastily prep®
your food. Sad to say, thetf
tastes hastily prepared.]
much
publicized
"set
sauce" is little more
mousand island dressing
not quite adequate to cover
bland meat.
Generally, a hambur|
(called a Bonus Jack)
about fifty-seven cents
this is constantly subject
change. There are two size
fries, the lesserof whichct
twenty-seven cents, ant
regular costs twenty cents

Tonight

8 p.m. Bola Sete, Guitarist. Raymond Great Hall.
Thpatre .
8 p.m. Lysistrata, a Greek comedy. DeMarcus Brown Iheat

8ptm.(Child's Play - a mystery. Delta Speech-Arts Auditorium.
8 p.m. Steve Miller Band and King Crimson at Winterland.
8:30 p.m. The Fantasticks - a musical. Stockton Civic 1 heatr

Tomorrow

8 p.m. Lysistrata, a Greek comedy.

DeMarcus Brown Theatre

"child's Play - a mystery. Delta Speech-Arts Auditorium.
8 p.m. Steve Miller Bund and King Crimson at Winterland
8:30 p.m. The Fantasticks - a musical. Stockton Civic 1heatre.

Tuesday, October is

„

....

8 p.m. Forum on National Priorities - speakers on sex and drugs

Martin and Phyllis Lyon.
n-.firade
8:15 p.m. Recital, George Nemeth, French Horn and Donald DaC.rade,
Bassoon. Conservatory.

Wednesday, October 17
10 a.m. Raymond College Coffee Hour. Common Room
11 a.m. Poetry reading by Madeline Gleason. Pacilic Club.
12 noon San Francisco Mime Troupe. Anderson Lawn.
7:30 p.m. Bridge Club. Anderson Y.

Thursday, October 18
p.m. Gay People's Union. Anderson Y.
8 p.m. Child's Play - a mystery. Delta Speech-Arts Auditorium.

7:30

Mystery Thriller Opens Delta Drama
by Joseph Lillis
Delta College's drama
department
will
take
audiences into a suspenseladen boys school tonight with
the opening of "Child's Play".
"Child'sPlay" is the story
of an evil shadow possessing
the students at a boys school,
indicated by singularly
chilling events. A compelling
story, it draws audiences
closer and closer to an
unknown menace.
Director Alfred H. Muller
has selected Dan Jaramillo,
veteran of
many Delta
Productions,
and
Robert
Scott, also of Stockton, to play
the lead roles of teachers Joe
Dobbs and Jerome Malley.

WE NOW

REHT
Amplifiers
Drum Sets

Electric Guitars and Basses
Microphones

There's a little of Henry
James' TURN OF THE
SCREW in "Child's Play".
There's also a little of William
Golding's LORD OF THE
FLIES. Playwright Robert
Marasco has turned to a
Roman
Catholic
private
school for boys as the setting
for a psychological thriller
which grips a theatre-goer
from the start and never
releases him.

7555 Pacific Ave.
478-9913
In the Oakridge Center

BY THE DAY,

Phen* 466-4388

MIRACLE

00000
2363 Pocific Ace.

Opein All Weak Nile* 'til 9

Julia's word. Your own tastebuds must be the discrimi
nant.
Hamburgers are 28 cents,
with cheese five cents extra.
French fries
trips come in two
sizes, 25 cents and 40 cents.
Colas cost from 15 to 30 cents
and, lest I forget, cookies are
yours fof a mere 15 cents.
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Dok Schoon's
mo:
This is the place if yoi Pre
one who likes to hang ok
"Pop's" soda
shopet
place in the '60's style. The
mosphere here is one of dur
gering adolescence, incnl Par
bly brought to life by a sic*
above the kitchen, "II not
have one thing to sell, itbd r>8'
be good."
»PU®
The "one thing" r sen
slogan refers to is hot (t enc
and they are excellent ! 8et
person serving you puts; we<
cisely what you want on;
hot dog. Thus, there is,
chance of getting a "set elsi
sauce" you don't want. $50
A hot dog runs sixty pai
cents, mainly because it* the
foot long. Drinks are twe: c|u
five cents.

*K AUaGATXM

Pianos

Come in now or call for
information

It's midnight. You're in
your dorm room, studying
peacefully. Suddenly, the
munchies strike! They gnaw
at your stomach, and insist on
relief. But (and here is the
rub) where is one to go for
burgers in Stockton?
In a series of articles, The
Pacifican offers its evalua
tion of various places to dine in
and around Stockton. So, next
lime you "cruise for bur
gers",
consider
these
locations:

Jack-in-the-Box
Rodney Allen Rippy, the
little boy on television who
sings somewhat flatly and gig
gles at himself quite a bit, has
immortalized
Jack-in-theBox', and catapulted its sales.
It is apparent that the McDonald's
This is agiant ampng the This may be a blessing for the
cause of the violent unrest at
myriad
of
food chains. Box, but Jack himself is no
St. Charles School is not
among the students, but some Located a mere 0.4 miles north
where in the faculty of six of campus on Pacific, McDon
priests and three laymen. Out ald's is easily accessible by
of the tug-of-war comes a foot or bike.
There are several ob
tragic climax, involving a
tragic death and the revela jectionable things about this
tion that the smugly righteous particular hamburger stand.
can do their share of defiling. First and foremost on the list
is the Romper
Room
"Child's Play" will be atmosphere. It is embar
performed October 12,13,18 19 rassing enough to be accosted
and 20 at 8 p.m. at Delta's by Ronald McDonald without
also having him leer from
Speech-Arts Auditorium.
your "fun cup".
As
for
the
food,
McDonald's fares better than
most. Julia Child has gone as
I far as to pronounce a Big Mac
"very tasty with a good touch
of onion." But don't take

P.A. Systems

WEEK, OR MONTH

Pacific Ave. skyline with hamburger joint signs towering.

Ocwf

A

MELLOW

There is never a dull moment at the Pacific Ave. McDoi^

LOUNGE FEATURING HAND

MADE DRINKS: AN ARCADE OF GAMES
A SOUND LOUNGE FEATURING MCINTIOSH
& BOSE STEREO COMPONENTS, FREE
POPCORN, FANTASTIC STEAMED HOT DOGS,
POOL & DART TOURNAMENTS. DRAFT BEER
TURTLE RACES WEEKLY.
TWO DRINKS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
WITH THIS AD

valuable

WITH THIS COUPON

COUPON

LARGE HAMBURGEI
FRIES AND LARGE SOFT DRINK

ALL FOR

790 BIG SYD'S

1.15 VALUE

4227 PACIFIC

•lllllllllliiiiiaii10 AFTER

OCT. 24 1973
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he Great
uitcase
ollege

One of the best bargians in town is CARMEN'S in Lincoln
Center. The Mexican-oriented menu is varied in price and
style.
With a lounge on the premises and a choice of wefl-lit family
dining room or a dim, intimate atmosphere it is a versatile
kind of restaurant.

What do most people do
enthere is nothing to do?
That's right, they split.
Anyone who has looked lor
king Place on campus
, the week must cerllv realize there are more
s than places to park them,
what happens from Friday
,rnoon until Sunday night?
> Great Migration takes
ce. Students leave Stockfor greener pastures like
i Francisco, Lake Tahoe,
semite and their home
rns.

"Al's Special" is a super-duper enchilada with chicken,
cheese, and a salad. Priced at just over $2.00, it s a delightful
different approach to Cocina Mexicana.

Mark Richman, Jim Boyd, and Michael perform in
Lysistrata.

'Lysistrata' Sets Off New
Season For UOP Drama

Of course, some insist that
y study constantly. Some
i they are really into teleion, others proclaim the adltages of marijuana. But
ist say partying is their
jierence.

women of Athens and Sparta
together and tells them if they
wish to end the war they must
do without sex. They do so and
their plan works. The
desperate husbands agree to
end the war in order to get
their wives back home and to
bed.
The cast is headed by
Melinda Rosselli in the title
role. All performances will be
at 8 p.m. and tickets are $2.50
in the orchestra and $2.00 in
a***************** the balcony, with half-price
for students, staff and faculty.
Tryouts for the new ' Additional performances will
be October 13.19,20,26, and 27
musical comedy "Under
the Sun" will be held
WEST LANE
October 27 and 28 in the
DRIVE-IN
Delta
College Theatre
Green Room at 7 p.m.
LITTLE BIG MAN
Scripts are on reserve in the
p
Fri.Sut.Sun.7:00.11:28
Delta library.
L
Those auditioning for
U
"Under the Sun" must be
s
enrolled at Delta for six
A MAN CALLED HORSE
units, three of which may
Kri.Sul.Suil.9: 00
be Applied Drama. Short
form registration packets
Mon.-ThursJ: 00.0: 23
may-be obtained at Delta's
Registrar's Office.

Tonight
marks
the
opening of the UOP drama
department's 1973-74 season
with the Greek comedy,
Lysistrata.
Lysistrata, a woman of
Athens, conceives a plan to
end the war. She calls the

But what do students do
en there is nothing to do
ring the week? Why, they
rty, what else? That's right,
st students, when they're
studying, are partying
ht here on the UOP cams. Maybe that's why this
100I is so empty on the weekis. Everyone goes home to
, sobered up for another
ek of partying.

TRYOUTS

Just think of it: Where
e in the world can you pay
100 a year for a place to
rty? What we have here is
; most expensive country
ib in the United States! So
iat if we can't compete with
iC on the football field, we
n still out-party them.

Certainly
everyone
slizes that social events
as parties are really
irning experiences in disise. So keep learning out
?re! For all you avid stu
nts pounding away at those
°ks, take a break, take a
'Ik and find a party.

HAMMER
UKIVL-IN

ROMEO AND JULIET

DIAL 4-M-O-V-L-E-S
157 West Adams Behind Baskin— .
Robbins on Pacific Ave.'s Miracle Mile

s
SHOWDOWN

Special Engagement

Kri.Sut.Sun.il: 33

AU SCATS*3.00
ADULTS ONLY

Mun.-Thurs.7:00,9:08

THE "IVORY SNOW"
GIRL

STODHARTHA
is an exquisite
movie:'
—REX REED,

MARILYN
CHAMBERS in

Syndicated Columnist

•plusALONG-SUPPRESSED
UNDERGROUND CLASSIC
_

starring

ATINIIS
ERY DAY!

Kri.Sut.Sun.7:110.11: 12

u

STARTS FRIDAY!

"BEH'ND THE
GREEN DOOR"

things to do
in the dark..

Eating is one THING TO DO IN THE DARK. You can do it in
many ways, one of which is at sit-down restaurants.

By Vince Brown

W&m1!
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i

4i

A NOVEL BY
HERMANN
HESSE
A FILM BY
CONRAD
ROOKS

MARILYN MONROE

COMPLETE SHOWS DAILY AT
I;00-2;45-7:00-8:45-10:30

NEXT FRIDAY OCT. 19TH
STOCKTON THEATRE

The best bargain on the menu is the Tapatia. Actually there
are many of them. From the basic bean Tapatia ($1.00) to
meat, bean, and guacamole ($2.25), there are several inex
pensive combinations. All are covered with a plateful of
special salad. The meat Tapatia is a full meal for only $1.35.
CARMEN'S is the perfect answer to dining out on a limited
budget. The management is helpful, the waitresses con
siderate, and you'll never think from the great taste that you
are saving money.
P.S. Order hamburgers and rose under $2.00!
OSPITAL'S IS FUN. Also known as Villa Basque, this familystyle restaurant is a nice long evening with a nice short bill.
Friendly waitresses help to make it a most eiyoyable evening.
Included with dinner (almost all full dinners are under $5.00)
is soup, salad, spagetti, ravioli, and (on Tuesdays) chicken
and rice, an entree dessert, coffee, and wine! In these days of
$1.39 a pound hamburger, OSPITAL'S is a pleasant evening
of good hearty food.
The PRIME RIB INN IS CHEAP. Yes, that sit-down, dressup, chilled salad plate and warmed dinner plate steak house is
cheap. If you carefully choose at dinner or take advantage of
the luncheon menu you can receive more than you pay for.
Of course the service is excellent Of course the food is superb.
More than that, you can have a lunch with a bill no bigger than
a Lyon's meal with more comfort, courtesy, and a good warm
feeling in your tummy.
EXPLORE
try the FAR EAST CAFE (good Chinese
food in a funky atmosphere) on Wilson Way
RATHGEB'S
(home cooked cafe) on Harding
XOCHIMILCO (Mexican
food) near the Fox downtown.

Zinnemann'SFimot

JACKAL
tjohnWoolt yuclion

abc ^^321
SHERWOOD
Yokut Avenue-477-9325

Mat. on Sat. Sun. and Thurs.
Thurs. Dollar Bonus Mat.
Extended to Thurs. Night
for UOP Students and Faculty

October |

The Pacifican

• I Betty Crocker Helps
UOP Evaluate Ears
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Friday, Oct. 12
Breakfast
Oatmeal
Fried Eggs
Hash Browns
Apricot Coffee Cake

Sunday, Oct, 14
Breakfast
Assorted Juices
Cold Cereals
Orange Bread

Thursday, Oct 18
Breakfast

Tuesday, Oct. 16
Breakfast
Melon in Season
Oatmeal
Banana Pancakes
Straw Syrup
Sausage Links
Prune Danish

Applesauce
Wheathearts
Waffles/Syrup
Bacon
Bear Claws

Lunch
Lunch
Assorted Fresh Fruit
Lunch
Cream of Mushroom
Eggs Benedict
Cabbage Soup
Lunch
Ind. Raisin Snail
Tuna Salad
Club Sandwich
French Onion/Droul.
Wheatberry
Chix A La King
Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato
Dinner
Bread
Stirred Bean Sprouts
Sandwich
Ruby Punch with Raspberries
Meat Plate #2
Beef Noodle.Cass.
Ravioli
Hawiian Eyeful
Beef K-Bobs
Mixed Vegetables
Bavarian Mold
Liver & Onions
Frt. Cocktail/Straw.
Fruit Plate #1
Ginger
Fruit
Bed of Rice
Crisp Lemon Thins
Peachy Berry Mold
Gingersnaps
Asparagus with Hollandaise
Fruit Dessert Elegat
Sauce
Baked Custard
Dinner
Tossed Salad W/Crab
Dinner
Deep
Fried
Chix
Dinner
Rolls
London Broil
Dinner
Cheese Strata
Hungarian Almond Cake
Spanish Omelet
Meatloaf
Whipped
Potatoes
Orange Rice
Chix Almond Cass.
SI. Fresh Tomatoes
Monday, Oct. 15
Frosted Cauliflower
Pittsburg Potatoes
Oriental
Heavenly
Garden
Breakfast
Waldorf Salad
Corn Cobbette
Salad
Sliced Oranges
Old Fashioned
Deviled Egg Salad
Ice Cream
Cream
of
Wheat
American Bread
Dinner Rolls
Apple Pie
Scrambled Eggs
Choc. Pudd. W/
Canned Pear 1/2
Pineapple
Cubes
Hash
Browns
Peanuts
Ice Cream
Donuts
Pigs Ears
Wednesday, Oct. 17
Breakfast
Lunch
Saturday, Oct. 13
Froz. Raspberries
Washington Chowder
Breakfast
Farina
B.B.Q. Pork/Bun
Assorted Juices
Scrambled Eggs
Shepherd's Pic
Cold Cereals
Hash Browns
Broccoli Spears
Donuts
Do nuts
Meal Plate #1
Lunch
Cardinal Pear Mold
Lunch
L. nana Fluff
Strawberries
Vegetable Soup
Sugar Cookie
Waffles
Grilled Cheese
Fried Eggs
Crn. Jewel Mold
Dinner
Banana Nut Bread
Cherry Cola Mold
Hamburger Steak
Choc. Chip Cookie
Gr. Liver & Onions
Dinner
Poppyseed Noodles
Chix Pot Pie
Dinner
Creamy Gr. Beans
Codfish Cakes
Roast Beef
Poppyseed Noodles
Crabapplc Garni
Shrimp Egg Foo Yung
Cole Slaw
Corn Cobbettes
Baked Potalo/Sr. Cr.
Large Hamb. Bun
Do -It-Yourself
India-Nut Salad
Ice Cream
Chiffonade Salad
Genova Fr. Bread
Lemon Meringue Pie
Oatmeal Bread
Butterscotch Pudd.
Purple Plums
Straw. Daiquire Pie

classifieds
WANTED:
Secty.-Recep
tionist: 40 wpm, hours 10-3, five
days a week. Call 946-2303
Wanted: Ski instructors
needed part time at Mogul Ski
Club. Squaw Valley. Call (415)
453-8844 for an application.

For Sale: Good girl's bike for
sale. $20. Call 951-2533.

V.W. Service: Service done
here on campus for less $.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments,,
and brakes. Contact Jeff Stagg
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.

The Pacifican is a publication of the
Associated Students, University of
the Pacific and is published weekly
during the academic year. Entered
as second-class matter October 24,
1924 at the Post Office, Stockton,
California, under the Act of March
3, 1897. Subscription $3.00 per year.
Telephone 946-2114. Member
College Press Service and National
Education Advertising Services,
360 Lexington Avenue, New York,
NY 10017. All material copyright
The Pacifican 1973. Send form 3579
to The Pacifican. University nc the
Pacific, 3601 Pacific Avenue,
Stockton. Calif. 95204.

Big Savings: Visit your local
ASUOP Travel Service. Get
away to almost anywhere at
big savings. Mon-Fri. 12-2 at
ASUOP office.

WANTED: Night man lornew
Stockton motel. Free living
quarters. Call 948-2400 for
appointment.

Expert Typing:
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m.
thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.

FOR SALE:
Blaupunkt
AM/FM Stereo Radio" $100
firm. Call Tom: 478-4827

•i

WANTED: Church organist
needed. Pd. position. Persons
interested in membership in
an outstanding church choral
group, contact Bill Pruitt. 4645160

•

Help Wanted: Job available
Sales to service commercial
acts. $1.50 per hour plus high
commission. Call 478-6867.
Winter in Mexico: Study a
Writer's Mexico. Call Jim
Shebl at 946-2553, Knowles
Hall.
TYPING: Custom typingdone
in my home. Stencils, term
papers,
resumes,
manu
scripts, business letters, etc.
Call 477-1760.
Notice: Do you wish to attend a
small Baptist church with a
good youth group? Transpor
tation
provided. Call Af
Warren at 478-6431.
Lost: Ladies silver Zodiac
wrist watch. Lost near tennis
courts. Please contact C.C.
Pennoyer, Grace Covell #325.
463-3627.

JOBS ON SHIPS! No experi
ence required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send
$3.00
for
information.
SEAFAX, Dept. v-1 P.O. Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washing
ton 98362.
Typing: Experienced Typist
desires work on term papers,
etc. Will take dictation on
business letters. Phone: 4628755 after 5:00 p.m. weekdays.
Chubby? Married? Dr. John
Lutzker & Judy Wallace in
Psych. Dept. are looking for
UOP couples who are inter
ested in one or both of the part
ners losing wt., and improving
their already happy relation
ship. Call 2132.

coupons have come frot
The University of the Pa
cific's Speech and Hearing far as Japan.
According to Dr. W
Center is still seeking Betty
West
of the center stall
Crocker coupon points, says
Dr. Kenneth Perrin, Director piece of equipment neet
used in the evaluation o(
of the center.
The points will be used to tain functions of the earj:
acquire a new piece of equip particularly valuable in
ment for the center, which plementing other am
serves the Stockton area with . gical information as it re;
a variety of speech and to the classification of hec
hearing tests and therapy loss.
programs.
Outdated coupons w,
Under an agreement with
accepted
as part of the di
General Mills, the company
will provide an impedance and persons who are i:
bridge for testing facilities at ested should send
the center in exchange tor coupons to the Speech
400,000 coupon points. So far, Hearing Center, Universi
Perrin explained, the center the Pacific, Stockton,
has received approximately 95204, or telephone (209)
175,000 coupon points. Some 2381 for more informatioi

GOVERNANCE from

ISRAEL from pg. 1
peace means, the same way
you don't know what war is".
Handelsmann related with im
mense feeling in his voice.
Ideas which Handels
mann expressed seemed to
come more from the heart
than the mind. He explained
that he had just spoken to Is
rael, telling of hospitals filled
with wounded soldiers. Be
fore finishing speaking Han
delsmann said."When you
talk to people please teu them
we want peace." After all,
wasn't that why the people had
gathered?
So in the end, Rabbi
Rosenberg chanted "Ayl Molay Rachomim", the Jewish
prayer for the dead. And the
people who had come toge
ther, all different types of
people, on a tranquil Tuesday
morning to pray for peace,
sang softly Hevenu Shalom
Aleichem or, "May we know
peace in our world."

NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
RENT—TO OWN

I

$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —No Interest.

i

IO
CO MOM
NONASHAN'S

I jsftJtock
tockton

i«£pypewrfiter Co.

I

_ OPEN THURSDAY TILL 8 PM

Downtown—249 E. Miner
Lincoln Centor-North
lodt—107 W. Pino St

I

i
i
i

m

I

i

are meeting to discuss
desires for the com®
from the viewpoint of stud
The
question
governance
should
resolved by the first pal
January.

: The student advil
committee is open
interested students. lijj
should contact Karen Mo
Director of Academics, a]
ASUOP Office.

Soil Testing
Project
Acclaimed

A U niversity of the P?
student from La Crescetl
volved in a unique!
gineering program hasl
commended for his woi
the California Divisio;
Highways and the Santa
bara County Board ofS;
visors.
Bob Heitzman, sono|
and Mrs. Donald Heitzml
working with the Santa J
bara County Road DtJ
ment as part of the Cool
ml
tive Education Program!
UOP School of Engines
He received praise f(i]
vising a simplified wayoj
forming certain calcuk
in connection with soil's
activities. This new m|
will be recommended
inclusion in the State]
dard Special Provisions!

NORTH STORE NEXT TO PAYLESS

CAMPUS PHARMACY
751 BROOKSIDE ROAD

(INSIDE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY)

Special Discounts Available
to UOP Students and Staff
Natural Vitamins
Prescriptions
Sundries
Revlon
Faberge
Jean Nate
Love Cosmetics
Open Mon. thru Fri. 9-5:30
^We_welcome BankAmericard, Master Charge, and UOP card

A UOP faculty "ll
ber who viewed a P
eclipse in Africa this)1
will be the speakri
Sunday's
(October
meeting ol Phi Kapp"
the national honor sod
at University of the PJ1"1
Dr. Richard B°t'1
associate
professor
chemistry, will preset1'
illustrated account ol
tour to Africa and obse1
tions of the eclipse.
The meeting will
open to the public u"
scheduled to begin atW
in the Pacific Club "
Pacific Memorial Slad11

